ABSTRACT. Let ÇI,, k = 1 to zz, be harmonic spaces of Brelot and u, > 0 harmonic functions on fl,.
(/>, y) £ E . Conversely, if (h, y) belongs to E , for every «, then fine lim sup if/(x, y) < b + l/n as x tends to h. We deduce that (h, y) belongs to A(b).
To complete the proof of the theorem we shall show that, for every real number a, the set E = {(h, The proof is complete.
The following two corollaries are immediate consequences. (resp. K(U")) is provided with T.. Now, by the earlier remark, we see that the same is true with r-topology. However, the spaces involved on the right are polish;
hence we get the required /z-Lusin measurability. The proof is complete.
Remark.
In particular, if, in the above theorem, À is a finite Radon measure, then, given c > 0, we can find a compact set K C Y satisfying (1) X(Y -K) < c and Corollary. Let w, u and À be as in the theorem. Then, except for a set of (ixÀ measure zero on A, x X, for every ih, x), the fine limit of [wiy, x)/uiy)] as y tends to h exists and is finite. Further, this fine limit is (¿¿ x X)-measarable. This proves the Corollary.
3. Limits of ra-harmonic functions. We shall consider, for the sake of simplicity of notation, 3-harmonic functions.
In the general case, the proofs are absolutely similar. We shall fix harmonic functions it, > 0 defined on harmonic spaces A, for k -1, 2, 3. Let p, be the canonical measure corresponding to u,, on some convenient compact base of positive harmonic functions on fl,, charging the extreme elements A* in that base.
Lemma 2. Let w > 0 be a ^-superharmonic function on ß. x fl, xO, such that, for every fixed x £ fl., w is 2-harmonic on fl, x fl,. Then, except for a set E of /¿j measure zero ora Aj, for every (x , x3) in fl. x A,, the fine limit of [wix, x , x3)/z¿1(x)] exists (and is finite) as x tends to h in (Aj -E). Further, this fine limit is 2-harmonic on fl2 x fl, and Borel measurable in all the three variables together ion AJ x fl2 x fl,).
Proof. Let X and X3 be respectively countable dense subsets of fl. and fl,.
Consider the positive superharmonic function w(-, x , x3 ) on fl , for everyx2 £ X2
and xm £ X . We can find a set En m of px measure zero on A! such that, for every h {. EMm, the fine limit of [wix, x2, x^)/z/,( 
JA3 -
Again, (h1, h2)x->wh >* (x3) is measurable and, for any x3 £ fl, and hl £ Aj -E (E as in Theorem 5), [w (x, x^)/uAxj\ is bounded on fl2 and its limit following A equals w ' (x3) for /¿2-almost every h £ Aj. Hence, for x £ fl2, ¿¿<A (x, x3) = {" wb 'h ixJ ix,xA=f2 wh A ixl)h2ix)u2idh2).
J¿A
Finally, going one more step backward, we deduce that, for all (x , x , x3), wix1, x2, x3)= (x pxidhAj' 2p2idh2)f }wih\ h2, ¿3)A1(x1)¿2(x2)¿3(x3)t¿3U¿3), ft, x ft2 x ft,, then the iterated fine limits of (cf>/u.u2uA exist and are equal (and finite) (pr x p2 x pA-almost everywhere.
In the course of the proof of the theorem it is shown that the iterated fine limit of w is a Radon-Nikodym derivative of the absolutely continuous part of v relative
to Pj x p2 x p.,. In particular, we have Corollary 2. Le/ w > 0, a 3-harmonic function, having canonical measure v absolutely continuous relative to /j, x p2 x p.,. Let f be the iterated fine limit of w/uyU2u, (for some order of iteration). Then, dv = f dip. x p2 x pA; equivalently, for every (x, y, z),
w(x, y, z) =jjjh1(x)h2(y)hHz)fJhl, h2, 7)3)(pj x p2 x pj (dh1 dh2dhy).
Another consequence is the following result. (b) The canonical measure v of w is singular relative to px x p2 x /¿,.
(c) The iterated fine limit of (w/uxu2uA equals zero ipx x p2 x pA-almost everywhere.
Proof. We shall show that (a) => (b) =» (c) => (a).
Suppose (a) w(x, y) >f(* 7X6 V)(p*x x p«y)(dt; drf).
But, given a. < w(x, y), there is a neighbourhood V of (x, y) such that v > a on V.
We deduce that sup<JJ v(¿;, rj)(px x pw)(dé; Thus ZTz is also an MS-fjBj, .i)2) function and we deduce from the first part that zz7 is 2-superharmonic. The proof is complete.
Remark. It is immediate from the above lemma that the lower semicontinuous régularisation of the lower envelope of an arbitrary family of locally lower bounded 72-superharmonic functions is again 7z-superharmonic.
We recall that JO! u S (ft) (the set of positive superharmonic functions on ft) fw dp £ V\. This subbase is clearly countable and we deduce, by standard measure theoretic arguments, that every C-B-Borel set is also a T-Borel set. The proof is complete. On the other hand, if we do the same operation on u (as on v) and arrive at the function / , then it is clear that / is nothing but the iterated fine limit of u;
and by Theorem 6, Corollary 2, / = g almost everywhere.
However, v > u and hence / > / almost everywhere, i.e. g = f ip, x p2 x /¿,)-almost everywhere.
The proof is complete.
We deduce immediately Corollary 1. // v is ^-superharmonic > 0 and has 0 as the greatest 3-harmonic majorant, then / = 0 ip. x p2 x pA-almost everywhere. Theorem Z [12, Theorem 5.16, Chapter III. Let f £ N(Un), ra > 2. Then, there exists a set E C T such that l(T -E) = 0 and, for every t £ E, as z tends to t nontangentially, \z\ < 1, the limit of f(z, z2, • • • , zn) exists for every (z2, • . .
, z") £ U"~ ; and the convergence is uniform on every compact subset.of Un~ .
Further the function /(/,•) belongs to N(U"~ ) for every t £ E.
